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Block 6 � Flying Lessons 

 

Requirements  

Cream stitchery fabric approx.  8� x 7� � this will be trimmed back later 

Iron on stabiliser (whisperweft or similar) 

DMC threads  310 (black), 321, 436, 640, 725, 775, 930, 3012, 3021, 3022 

The stitchery part of this block measures 4 ½� high x 6 ½� wide  

Trace the design onto a piece of cream fabric using a fine pencil or brown pigma pen 

Cut a piece of stabiliser and iron it to the back of the cream fabric.  The shiny side is the glue side so make sure it faces the wrong 
side of the fabric 

Follow the stitchery guide to complete all embroidery, press your finished work and trim back to 4 ½� x 6 ½�, centreing the design 

! The little gum flowers are very simple � just three tiny straight stitches forming a fan shape 

! Kingfishers have rather large beaks that are quite disproportionate to the size of their little bodies (and this little guy is a 

bit chubbier than the real thing...)   

Stitchery Guide � numbers in brackets indicate the number of threads to use 

Backstitch � BS, French Knot � FK, Lazy Daisy � LD, Straignt Stitch � StrS 

 

 

 

 

310 black Head feathers � BS (2), body feathers � StrS (1) 
321 red Small gum flowers � StrS (1)  
436 tan Legs, feet and beak � BS (2) 
640 very dark beige grey Tree branch � BS (2) 
725 med light topaz Sun and sunrays � BS (2) 
775 very light baby blue Cloud � BS (2) 
930 dark antique blue Kingfisher head, body and wings � BS (2) 
3012 med khaki green Roof lines � BS (2) 
3021 very dark brown grey TV Antenna and flying lines near wings � BS (1), eyes � BS (1) with a FK in the centre of each eye, 

eyebrows � StrS (1) 
3022 med brown grey Gum leaves � LD (2) 
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